
FERTILE CITY
A new icon for Copenhagen

NWhat does «producing energy » mean today, in an urban 
environnement, furthermore in a harbour area in development ? 
How the objects of that production might interact with the contexte of 
Copenhagen ? Which scale might be consider for the entire project
development ? All those questions fed the all design process.

The site Refshaleøen is located on an exclusive location in the city of 
Copenhagen. The dock which is the support of the project, owns a 
strong industrial and naval story. It is situated between the land and 
the sea, facing an important monument, the citadel of Copenhagen. The 
skyline of this arm of land which grows on the sea and is surrounded 
by verticales linked to those high chimneys with former industrial 
warehouses.

The chimneys are an incredible generic landmark in the city of 
Copenhagen.
Chimneys are a real witness of the industrial success story of 
Copenhagen. Nevertheless, in opposition to other main european cities, 
industries stayed in the urban tissue as a common heritage. We can say 
that Copenhagen is a vertical city composed of
those multiples chimneys and towers which are the expression of 
signifiants urban icons.

CHIMNEYS
The project FERTILE CITY propose to question the image of the 
chimney in order to integrate them in the landscape of Copenhagen. 
Today, the chimney is consider as a factor of pollution and is linked to 
global negative impact. That is why we are proposing to write a new 
a poetic and positive story which will change our collective vision. It 
will based on a concept of urban chimneys synonym of a new energy 
production tool which will answer to the city needs and will not be 
anymore consider such as a negative component. The land where the 
project is implented was running out of dynamic after the shipyard
industrie but today we can observe a mutation of those activities. The 
project FERTILE CITY propose to implement a new icone which will 
reveal the potential of the Refshaleøen
site. It is important for us to renew the image of energy production in 
an urban environnement by bringing a new attractive and poetic value. 
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ICON
The iconicity is one of the main goal of this project. We know that 
icones used to close up on their own identity. Here the interest is 
to create a new icon which open itself to the city in interaction with 
the local context. Thereby the all spatial intentions of the project are 
linked to an exhisting heritage of Copenhagen. Chimneys question the 
generic image of the city. The project create a new rythm of chimneys 
playing with the chimneys of the background. The base of those 
chimneys takes the shape of the roofing slopes of several buildings in 
Copenhagen. These sloping roof gives a sense of scale and a certain 
familiarity
aspect which allows to the inhabitants of Copenhagen to interact with 
this sculpture. It gives a domestic aspect to this icon. The access to the 
project is developed along a spiral ramp which again is a reminder to 
the city of Copenhagen and more particularly to Vor Frelsers Kirke 
tower and the Rundetarn tower.

HYBRIDATION
The subject is questioning the production of energy in a certain scale, 
it seemed interesting that the project does not stand only on this 
thematic but more in the perspective of an hybride system which is 
combined with another program. The hybride system allows us in a 
dense urban context in order to reduce the footprint. We decided to
create an efficient urban object which answers to challenges of 
tomorrow. The system which we creating is based on heating 
production generate by a greenhouse effect. It creates an airflow which 
is transformed into energy. This heating allows us to develop in
parallel an agricultural production in a certain scale. This thematic of 
urban agriculture is one of the main challenge of our time, considering 
that urban territories grows on farm
lands.
That is why the energy production is not working as an independent 
element but interacts
with the agricultural production in order to generate a new green 
economy, a fertile city.
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